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Marsden and Rutherford (1919)
The nucleus consists of protons!
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Geometry: his gateway into science

Pisa

Goettingen

Leiden

Florence

“I can calculate anything in 
physics within a factor 2 on a 
few sheets; to get it fully right 

may well take a physicist a year, 
but I am not interested in that.”
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“Our latest experiments have shown 
a very striking fact.”

Geiger counter

Aluminium 

foil

“The foil remains radioactive and the emission of 
radiation decays exponentially as for an ordinary 

radio-element.” 
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Activity
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Aluminium atom Phosphorus atom

α
+

α Fermi: High-intensity -source, 

but most -particles do not reach the nucleus!

α
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The results were not reproducible!

14

Wanted to use silver as “activation standard” to compare against

Much stronger effect for wood!

Wooden table

Target material

(cylinder w/ hole)

Marble table
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“We were working very hard in the neutron-induced radioactivity 
and the results we were obtaining made no sense.”

Paraffin
Silver

“I tried every excuse to postpone putting the piece of lead in its place.”

“When finally, with some reluctance, I was going to put it in its place, I said to myself,  
‘No, I don’t want this piece of lead here; what I want is a piece of paraffin.’”

The activation became  
a lot stronger!
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Slow neutrons more easily enter the target nucleus

Silver 

nucleus

Unstable 

silver 


nucleus

The same happens 

with wood! 

Wood → water → hydrogen

“Further investigation showed that the 
activation could be enormously increased 

by surrounding the source and the 
activated substance with a large amount 

of water or paraffin wax.”
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What happened in Berlin?

22

Virtually the same experiment as in Fermi’s Via Panisperna!

“As chemists, we would actually 
have to say that the new elements 

are not radium, but barium.”

Paraffin

“moderator”

Uranium 

nitrate

Neutrons Chemical analysis

“If our ‘radium isotopes’ are not 
radium, then our ‘actinium isotopes’ 

are not actinium, but lanthanum.”
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Uranium 
(92 protons)

Barium 
(56 protons)

Technetium 
(43 protons)

The nucleus is highly dynamic! 
A droplet of water instead of a bowling ball.
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…

Chemical separation:
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half-life

Enrico Fermi, Via Panisperna (1934)
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“I want to see this for myself!”

February 16, 1939

Parallel plate 

ionization chamber

Uranium 

oxide

“A large number of small pulses from the  
-particles of uranium were observed.”α

“When exposed to the bombardment of neutrons 
very large pulses occurred in addition.”

Herbert Anderson
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A practical chain reaction?

29

A self-sustaining chain reaction is possible in principle …

… how to make it work in practice?

“1.5 neutrons per fission”  
→ quite tight!

Fast 

neutron

Slow 

neutron

Slow 

neutron

Need to slow down neutrons  
without losing them!

“Moderation”
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Which moderator to use?

30

Light atoms

 Densely packed

Minimum neutron  
absorption

Light Heavy

Helium

Hydrogen
Lithium

Beryllium

Boron

Carbon

Gaseous! Metallic,  
but dangerous

Not easily  
available

Carbon / graphite
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Measuring neutron diffusion

32

Too many neurons are absorbed!
→ Boron impurities in graphite!

Fast 

neutron

Carbon

Boron

Spring 1940
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Szilard scrounges graphite

34

“[We] regret to hear that you are 
not in a position to supply graphite 

bricks free of boron to meet 
certain specifications of ours.”

“We should be very much 
interested to learn the boron 

content of the best graphite which 
you are able to supply …”
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Test piles at Columbia

37

8 ft

11 ft

8 ft
Neutron source

Uranium oxide  
      “lattice”

“Build and test”  
instead of calculations / simulations

But: fell 13% short of 

self-sustaining chain reaction,


even if structure extended 

outwards indefinitely!

September 1941
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… and a move to Chicago

Pearl Harbour

December 1941

Arthur  
Compton
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Eckhart Hall, University of Chicago

(Today housing the mathematics department)
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President Robert Hutchins on football (1939):

an “infernal nuisance” distracting from academics
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Empty squash court
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42

Columbia / early Chicago piles:  
Rectangular → easy to build, but large 

neutron losses

Loss-minimizing shape: 
As close to a sphere as possible
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Leona WoodsDetection chamber  
inside the pile

Readout  
instrument

Boron-trifluoride (BF3) counters …

Boron

Lithium

-particleαNeutron

… turn a nuisance into a virtue
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Argonne Forest

Preserve

The site of the first pile

44

“Site A”

(Today: Close to  

Argonne National Lab)
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The site of the first pile

45

“As a responsible officer of the University, according to every rule of 
organizational protocol, I should have taken the matter to my superior. 

But that would have been unfair. 

Based on considerations of the University’s welfare, the only answer he 
could have given would have been—no. 

And this answer would have been wrong. 
So I assumed the responsibility myself.”

Arthur Compton:

The workers at Argonne were on strike!

“Should we build the pile at Stagg Field?”
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Uranium 

oxide
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48

Reaction becomes self-sustaining

(“Pile becomes critical”)

Magnetic hook,

automatically released

Pile

Neutron-absorbing “‘Zip’ rod”:

Cadmium
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Arthur 

Compton

Enrico 

Fermi

George 

Weil

Liquid-control squad 
(Lichtenberger, Nyer, Graves)

Balloon 

fabric tent

Timber 

support structure

Air-tight housing

for safety rods
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December 2, 1942
3.25 pm

An impromptu celebration with Italian red wine 

and paper cups …
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Curiosity

Giovanni Sagredo  
“With these, I have found  

various marvelous things …”

Stephen Gray  
“I then resolved to procure me a large flint-glass tube, 

to see if I could make any further discovery with it.”

Count Rumford 
“It was by accident that I was led to make the experiment …”
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Precise instruments Michael Faraday: 
Galvanometer → Induction

Joseph Black: 
Thermometer 

→ Specific heat

Water

Mercury

Marie & Pierre Curie 
Electrometer 
 → Polonium,

       Radium
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Hard work

Marie Curie: 
“I would be broken with 

fatigue at day’s end.”

“For ten consecutive years  
Mr. Newcomen worked at this  

fire-machine …”

+
++

+

+
+

“Vitreous”
- -

-
-

-
-

-

-
- -

- -

“Resinous”

Charles du Fay
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So, what did it take to get here?
The helping hand of the past

[source]

https://www.vintagedecorfrancais.com/listing/1100911238/2-19th-century-antique-french-empty
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Understanding of new 

natural phenomena

New scientific 

instruments

Engineering

Science

New technologies
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HOW FUNDAMENTAL SCIENCE  
HAS CHANGED THE WORLD

A STORY OF INVENTION AND DISCOVERY



Thank you!


